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Headline

After celebrating Eid al-Fitr 1440 H,
IBCWE Newsletter has come to greet
again. As one of the communication
media between IBCWE and the
members, the Newsletter is expected to
convey experience and stories from
members and to members. Eid al-Fitr as
a marker of the true day of victory can
also raise the spirit of victory for the
equality of women and men, to be able
to support each other for the nation's
economic prosperity.

Research Launching of the Board of Gender Diversity in ASEAN
A research from the International Finance Corporation (IFC)
regarding the Board of Gender Diversity in ASEAN shows that
companies that have more than 30 percent of female board
members report an average Return of Assets (ROA) of 3.8
percent, while companies that do not have female board
members show a lower figure of ROA by 2.4 percent.
In terms of women's representation on the council, Indonesia is
equivalent to the ASEAN’s average of 14.9 percent. However,
Indonesia falls behind in the number of women who occupy
senior management positions, at 18.4 percent, far below the
ASEAN’s average of 25.2 percent.

According to Trisha Suresh, a Consultant from The Economics
Intelligence Unit, disparage of women in the working world must be eliminated as having balanced number of women and men in
the board of directors will have a significant influence on solid decision making, stronger monitoring and strategies with diverse
perspectives, as well as wider attention to environmental, social and government issues. These matters will lead the company to
increase financial and non-financial performance.
At the regional level, Trisha Suresh explained, women still have to face pressure as housewives, general stereotypes related to the
nature and habits of women, and at the corporate level, the board of directors are still male dominated. "To overcome this culture,
companies could begin to introduce more formal selection mechanisms for the selection of board membership and give female
candidates greater visibility through cross-company networks or directories of female board members
throughout the country," Trisha said.
"An inclusive business that promotes gender equality, decent work and economic growth is the key to
achieving Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)," he said. The launching of the ASEAN Board on
Gender Diversity research was held on June 27, 2019 in the Indonesia Stock Exchange Building. Present
as speakers at the discussion session were Hilda Savitri, Chief Investment Officer Managing Director of
PT Indonesia Infrastructure Finance, Lily Puspasari, UN Women Specialist Management Program, and
Willy Saelan, HR Director of PT Unilever Indonesia. This activity was held on IFC initiation in
collaboration with IBCWE, UN Women and IGCN.

Profile
Gender Champion
Harijanto: Ensuring the Welfare of Women Workers
During his seventeen years as director of PT Adis Dimension Footwear, Harijanto was one of
the founders of the Anti- Harassment Policy and Inappropriate Treatment and policies for
pregnant women. As the largest shoe manufacturing company in Indonesia, these policies
are important breakthroughs for women workers who are vulnerable to discrimination.
No Gender Prejudice
As one of the founders of the Indonesia Business Coalition for Women Empowerment
(IBCWE) Harijanto explained, "At PT Adis Dimension Footwear, rights, responsibilities, social
status and access to resources do not depend on whether they are born as women or men. Everyone is treated fairly and
has opportunities in work and life.” Women and men at PT Adis are encouraged to develop their personal abilities and
take choices without restrictions set by prejudice on gender roles or characteristics.

Complete Facilities for Women Workers
One of the demands of Indonesian women workers during a demonstration on International Women's Day last March in
front of the House of Representatives building was the lactation room. Such demonstration will not be found at PT Adis,
which provides lactation rooms for all employees and women workers. Employees at PT Adis who are pregnant will
certainly be removed from hazardous areas. Routine health control facilities for pregnancy and babies and pregnancy
exercises are available to facilitate the delivery process.
Anti-discrimination
The movie Angka Jadi Suara is an initiative by the Cross-Factory Labor Federation to uncover the high prevalence of
sexual abuse of female workers. Harijanto understands that sexual harassment will damage work situations and has the
potential to disrupt productivity. Therefore, a Policy on Anti-Harassment and Inappropriate Treatment was also established in the Collective Labor Agreement. "If there is a violation of this norm, PT Adis is committed to handle the matter
fairly," said Harijanto.
Harijanto emphasized that gender justice means fairness without any discrimination in any case, especially for women
workers whose position is often seen as weak by companies. "I want to be a pioneer in upholding this gender equality,
so that women workers are guaranteed their welfare," said Harijanto.
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Brief News

MAP Receives EDGE Assess Certification
PT Mitra Adiperkasa Tbk (MAP) as one of the founding members of IBCWE, successfully received EDGE Certification level
Assess on June 29, 2019. As a founding member of IBCWE, MAP is committed to creating a work environment that
supports gender equality. One of the steps taken is to carry out EDGE certification starting with a survey of workers from
February 14 to March 8, 2019.
MAP is proven to have carried out gender equality practices within the company. This can be seen from the almost
balanced number of female and male employees. In the statistical data it was recorded that 33% of women were at the
top management level, 57% in upper management, 53% in middle management and 46% in junior management. In
addition, there is representation of women at the top management level. MAP has also practiced flexible working
arrangements and has policies regarding sexual harassment.
Congratulations to MAP for its success in receiving the EDGE Assess Certificate!

JLL Launches Gradual Return to Work
PT Jones Lang LaSalle (JLL) Indonesia launched a new policy in its office
titled Gradual Return to Work (GRTW). This policy provides flexibility to
workers, so that they feel comfortable, valued, and can achieve the desired
job position. This program is carried out to achieve JLL's target as an
employer that supports diversity and inclusion.
JLL provides a healthy work environment, so it can be an encouragement
for workers to maximize their potential. With this program, JLL reopen the opportunity for workers who had resigned
on the grounds of having children, taking care of their parents and the like, to return to work at JLL with an agreement
on new working arrangement that has been agreed upon with JLL. This was conveyed by Rosari Chia, Senior Director of
Markets Asia Pacific, JLL Indonesia at the gathering event of iftar with the IBCWE HR Forum on May 29, 2019.

Soft-Skills Facilitator Training
As a series of collaborations between IBCWE and the International Labor Organization (ILO), IBCWE members received
ILO in Business Training. The training provided is in the form of non-technical skills, namely soft-skills facilitator. skills
facilitator training was carried out in several IBCWE members. In July, soft skills training was conducted at PT Gajah
Tunggal Tbk and PT Tira Austenite Tbk. At PT Gajah Tunggal Tbk, the training that was held on July 3, 2019 was the
closing session of the entire series; Whereas at PT Tira Austenite Tbk, the training was provided until the mid-session
and was conducted on July 4, 2019.

